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ABSTRACT
Climate change is altering the hydrology of the earth, putting water systems around
the world at risk. A unique, artificially created water system can be found on the edges
of the Veluwe in the Netherlands. These so-called sprengen are malfunctioning due to
repetitive drought. A future design for the sprengen is required that is more droughtresistant, while maintaining and strengthening the cultural-historic and ecological
qualities. To develop these design interventions, landscape architects may use the
metaphor of historic layering of the landscape. Yet, few landscape architecture studies
focus on how to translate the knowledge gained from studying the historic layering into
a design strategy. Therefore, the research aim is to explore in which way the knowledge
gained from studying the effects of historic transformations of a water system may be
translated into landscape design strategies to improve the functioning of water systems
such as the sprengen of the Veluwe.
To inform possible design strategies, design goals were formulated based on the
identified landscape qualities and bottlenecks of the sprengen. The three main design
goals were (1) to study solutions to combat drought in the sprengen, (2) to study
solutions to improve the experiential qualities of the sprengen and (3) to study solutions
to maintain and strengthen the ecological values of the sprengen. A geo-history map
overlay was then subsequently used to study the historic configurations and identify
the transformations between them. These transformations were then linked to their
probable effects on the amount, function and direction of the water in the sprengen.
Next, two design strategies were formulated. These explore different ways in which
the analysis of the historical transformations and their effects may be used to develop
design interventions. The first design strategy demonstrates how historic configurations
can be re-implemented based on their effects. The second design strategy shows how
different historic transformations with corresponding effects can be generalized into
design principles.
General findings are that the identification of the effects that transformations had over
time is key for translating the historic layering of the landscape into a design strategy.
To conclude, it appeared that complete preservation of a historically layered water
system, or a cultural landscape in general, is unrealistic. However, this thesis provides a
methodology for creating a historically justified basis for future water system designs.

Keywords: historic layering, sprengen, water heritage, design strategies
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SAMENVATTING
Klimaatverandering verandert de hydrologie van de aarde, waardoor watersystemen
over de hele wereld in gevaar komen. Aan de randen van de Veluwe in Nederland is
een uniek, kunstmatig gecreëerd watersysteem te vinden. Deze zogenaamde sprengen
functioneren slecht door repetitieve perioden van droogte. Voor de sprengen is een
toekomstig ontwerp nodig dat meer droogtebestendig is, met behoud en versterking
van de cultuurhistorische en ecologische kwaliteiten. Om deze ontwerpinterventies te
ontwikkelen, kunnen landschapsarchitecten de metafoor van historische gelaagdheid van
het landschap gebruiken. Desondanks zijn er maar weinig landschapsarchitectuurstudies
gericht op het vertalen van de kennis die is opgedaan door het bestuderen van de
historische gelaagdheid naar een ontwerpstrategie. Het doel van deze thesis is dan ook
om te onderzoeken op welke manier de kennis die is opgedaan bij het bestuderen van
de effecten van historische transformaties van een watersysteem vertaald kan worden
naar ontwerpstrategieën om het functioneren van watersystemen zoals de sprengen
van de Veluwe te verbeteren.
Om mogelijke ontwerpstrategieën te ontwikkelen, zijn ontwerpdoelen geformuleerd op
basis van de geïdentificeerde landschapskwaliteiten- en knelpunten van de sprengen.
De drie hoofddoelen van het ontwerp waren (1) het bestuderen van oplossingen om
droogte in de sprengen tegen te gaan, (2) het bestuderen van oplossingen om de
belevingswaarde van de sprengen te verbeteren en (3) het bestuderen van oplossingen
om de ecologische waarden van de sprengen te behouden en te versterken. Vervolgens
werd een geo-historische kaartoverlay gebruikt om de historische configuraties te
bestuderen en de transformaties daartussen te identificeren. Deze transformaties
werden vervolgens gekoppeld aan hun vermoedelijke effecten op de hoeveelheid,
functie en richting van het water in de sprengen.
Vervolgens zijn twee ontwerpstrategieën geformuleerd. Deze onderzoeken verschillende
manieren waarop de analyse van de historische transformaties en hun effecten kunnen
worden gebruikt om ontwerpinterventies te ontwikkelen. De eerste ontwerpstrategie
laat zien hoe historische configuraties opnieuw kunnen worden geïmplementeerd
op basis van hun effecten. De tweede ontwerpstrategie laat zien hoe verschillende
historische transformaties met bijbehorende effecten veralgemeend kunnen worden
tot ontwerpprincipes.
Een algemene bevinding is dat de identificatie van de effecten die transformaties in de
loop van de tijd hadden,, essentieel is voor het vertalen van de historische gelaagdheid
van het landschap naar een ontwerpstrategie. Concluderend bleek dat volledige
instandhouding van een historisch gelaagd watersysteem, of een cultuurlandschap in het
algemeen, niet realistisch is. Deze thesis biedt echter een methodologie voor het creëren
van een historisch verantwoorde basis voor toekomstige watersysteemontwerpen.

Trefwoorden: historische gelaagdheid, sprengen, watererfgoed, ontwerpstrategieën
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Water systems at risk due to
changing climate
Climate change is altering the hydrology of the
earth, putting the water systems around the
world at risk (Six & Luijendijk, 2015). This also
applies for the water systems located at the
high sandy soil landscapes in the Netherlands
(Deltares, 2019) (Figure 1). The landscape had to
contend with three years of extreme drought in
a row, and it is very likely that similar periods of
drought will occur in the future (KNMI, n.d.). The
drought, in combination with water extraction
for drinking water, agriculture and industry and
natural desiccation caused a decrease in the
groundwater levels. This applies to various highlying sand landscapes of the country, such as the
Veluwe, the Utrechtse Heuvelrug and NoordBrabant (Deltares, 2019; GLK, 2020).

The repetition of extreme drought at the Veluwe
is new, and if no changes are made in the water
system, irreparable damage to nature will be
caused (GLK, 2020). Examples of consequences
include desiccated fens, dried up streams,
disappearance of rare fauna species and peat
degradation (Deltares, 2019). Although there is
a considerable amount of precipitation in winter,
this water is insufficiently retained and is directly
drained towards the adjacent valleys (GLK, 2020).
This causes the need for spatial adaptations in the
current water system to ensure their functionality
for the future.

The Veluwe is a moraine landscape which rises
up to more than 100 meters above sea level
and is nowadays mostly known as the country’s
most extensive forest (Renes, 2004). The moraine
consists of gravel, loam and sand and the top
layer consists largely of cover sand (Kamperman,
2015). The groundwater level of the moraine is
deep, but apparent groundwater levels can occur
on top of impermeable layers of clay that are
skewed within the moraine (Figure 2).
Figure 1 High sandy soil landscapes of the Netherlands

Geldersche Vallei

Veluwemassief
apparant groundwater

stream

drift-sand

IJsselvallei

stream valley

IJssel river

Figure 2 Schematic and greatly simplified cross-section of the Veluwe
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1.2

The sprengen of the Veluwe

An exemplary water system pressured by this
drought are the so called sprengen, which can
be found on the edges of the Veluwe (Figure 3).
Over the past 500 years, sprengen have had a
major impact on the functioning of the society
and the design of the landscape on the flanks of
the Veluwe (Bekenstichting, 2020). The sprengen
are artificially created water systems established
mostly between 1600 and 1740 (Renes, 2004),
to supply water to a large number of watermills
(Renes et al., 2002). The sprengen are a unique
water system from an international perspective.
More water systems exist worldwide that include
artificial watercourses, but as far as known, only
at the Veluwe they exist in this form and on this
scale (Kamperman, 2015; Renes, 2004).
The use of watermills stagnated and eventually
declined after 1850 due to industrialization.
However, the sprengen often survived and even
grew in number. The importance of the sprengen
was proven by the diversity of functions and
applications that it had besides the powering
of watermills. This included the beautification of
gardens and parks, as water source for ice rinks
and swimming pools, the powering of fountains
and other waterworks and the supply of processwater for laundries (Renes, 2004). All of these
functions were dependant on a constant flow
of water. From 1950 many sprengen lost their
function, as companies closed down or upgraded

evaporation of rainwater
through coniferous forest

to modern waterworks and sewage works. For
the sprengen this started a period of neglect
(Renes, 2004).
However, from 1970 the interest in the ecological
values and cultural-historical values of the
sprengen grew. The ecological values are strongly
linked to the water quality and the stream layout
but also to (historical) landscape patterns,
structures and the maintenance of the sprengen

spreng

Figure 3 The sprengen located at the edges of the Veluwe

dried-up sprengen due
to lowered groundwater level

groundwater supply
shrinks
water extraction lowers
groundwater levels
reduced seepage pressure

Figure 4 Drought-related water system issues of the Veluwe in schematic cross-section
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(Bekenstichting, 2020; Kamperman, 2015; Renes
et al., 2002). The cultural-historical values of
sprengen are attributed to their uniqueness and
representation of special phase in the history of
Dutch industry (Renes et al., 2002). While remains
of large-scale paper-making landscapes can be
found elsewhere in Europe too, the sprengen
of the Veluwe are considered differently. The
majority of the extremely complex system of
excavated waterways have remained intact
and many of the mill sites are still recognizable
(Renes, 2004).
To maintain the ecological and cultural-historic
values, a constant supply of groundwater in
the sprengen is needed (Bekenstichting, 2020).
Yet many of the sprengen run dry due to the
increasing desiccation of the Veluwe (Figure 4
and Figure 6) and neglected maintenance which
is needed to maintain the original industrial
character of the sprengen (Kamperman, 2015).
The drought at the sprengen is harmful and only
acceptable in summer in upstream stretches
(Provincie Gelderland, 2006). Besides, the

sprengen have become inconspicuous elements
in the landscape, as mill sites fall into disrepair
and watercourses become encapsuled in urban
and industrial expansions (Bekenstichting, 2020).

Figure 6 Model simulations for the expected groundwater
levels in summer (top) and early autumn (bottom) according
to three scenarios: dry (left), average (middle) and wet 2019
(right). Even in the wettest scenario, groundwater levels of the
Veluwe remain low (Deltares, 2019)

Figure 5 Schematic representation of a spreng and a natural stream at the eastern edge of the Veluwe
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1.3
Designing new sprengen
landscapes by using its history
The challenge arises for landscape architects
to develop design interventions for the
sprengen landscapes that can help to solve the
aforementioned problems. A future water system
design for the sprengen is needed that is more
drought-resistant, while maintaining the culturalhistorical and ecological qualities. The sprengen
and their current functions should be revaluated
and developed by exploring new possibilities
and functions, in which cultural-historical values
are made as much of a priority as ecological. The
experiential qualities of the sprengen should be
strengthened to contribute to the preservation of
this unique water system (Bekenstichting, 2020).
To develop these design interventions, landscape
architects may look at the past for inspiration.
We can only acquire a fuller knowledge of what
is going on in the present by looking back at it
retrospectively from some future vantage point
(Bailey, 2007). Landscapes have been shaped
by humans over the centuries. Each generation
made changes, broke things down and neglected
others, but also made use of existing structures
and added new elements to the landscape.
This process can be described by the metaphor
of historic layering (Bailey, 2007; Koo, 2009;
Renes, 2011b; van den Wittenboer, 2015), where
various elements of the landscape are either
conserved, removed, or repurposed over time.
This metaphor serves to make this complex
reality understandable and manageable and can
be a good tool to get a grip on the complexity
of historical landscapes (Renes, 2011b). (This
concept will be further explained in chapter 2.1)
The sprengen landscape too is the result of
many historic transformations. Placing these
transformations in a long-term context reveals
that they are the result of path-dependent
developments, and that they are guided by
human decisions and interventions that were
often taken a very long time ago (Kolen et al.,
2014). Therefore, studying the effects of historic
transformations on the water system may inform
design interventions for the future, as forgotten
best practices and unforeseen consequences can
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be analysed. (Hein et al., 2020). This may allow
for the development of design strategies that
provide alternatives to interventions proposed
by contemporary landscape architecture (Koo,
2009). Also, it may increase the representation
of water heritage in the future configuration
(Koo, 2009). Water heritage is defined as the
elements of a water system (all kinds of hydraulic
engineering objects and landscape structures)
established before present time. Water heritage
is strongly tied to national and regional cultural
identity (Hein et al., 2020). Hence, a future water
system design that uses water heritage may be
advantageous, since the more water heritage is
visible and recognizable, the more characterful
the landscape and the more characterful the
identity of a place (van den Wittenboer, 2015).

1.4
Problem statement and
knowledge gap
1.4.1 Problem statement

Formulating landscape design strategies based
on the study of the historically layered landscape,
only makes sense when designers have a way to
select historical transformations from the various
layers of the landscape. The re-implementation
of the selected transformation must result in
effects that can contribute to achieving the
design goals. Designers then need to translate
the selected historical transformations into
design interventions that are suitable for the
current landscape.
It is only recently that publications specifically
aimed at the role of water heritage in spatial
design have appeared. Examples include
UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre’s special
issue, Living with Water (2011) and the recently
published book Adaptive Strategies for Water
Heritage (2020). Such research on the interface
of water system adaptations and heritage,
endorse the importance of using water heritage
in design and policymaking. However, as of yet
these studies had only tangential influence in
landscape architecture (Hein et al., 2020) as they
do not describe how to use water heritage in
landscape design. It appears that in these studies
the analysis of effects of historic transformations
on the landscape is not often used as a
methodology for designing with water heritage.
This makes it difficult for landscape architects to
select and substantiate which of the historical
layers is most suitable to use in the design of the
future water system.
On the other hand, research is done on historical
water system transformations and their effects
on the landscape in fields of expertise other than
landscape architecture. This research is done
in fields such as geology, historical geography,
hydrology and landscape ecology (Hohensinner
et al., 2013; Lestel et al., 2019; Lukas, 2014).
However, these studies do not explain how the
identified effects can be used for redesign of the
water system.

For these reasons, it is still unclear how to use
knowledge gained by studying the historic
layering of landscapes in the redesign of water
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to explore how
to analyse and evaluate the effects of historic
transformations and how to use that knowledge
for the development of design strategies.
1.4.2 Knowledge gap

Currently, plenty of research exists claiming that
the metaphor of historic layering of the landscape
can be used as a starting point for landscape
design. However, there is a lack of knowledge
on how to analyse the effects of historical
transformations and how to use the knowledge
gained in the formulation of design strategies
that solve the current problems of water systems
such as the sprengen of the Veluwe.

1.5 Research objective and research
questions
The objective of this thesis is to explore in which
way the knowledge gained from studying the
effects of historic transformations of a water
system may be translated into landscape design
strategies for water systems pressured by climate
change. To meet the research objective, the
following main research question (MRQ) has
been formulated:
In what way can the analysis of effects of historic
transformations be used in the development of
design strategies for water systems pressured by
climate change?
To answer the MRQ the following sub research
questions (SRQ’s) are formulated:
1. What are the design goals for the redesign of
the sprengen?
2. What are the effects of the historic
transformations that have occurred at the
sprengen?
3. How can historic configurations be selected for
a design strategy that achieves the design goals?
4. How can the effects of historic transformations
be generalized and used in a design strategy that
achieves the design goals?
5
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2

RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS

This chapter clarifies the key theories and
concepts of this research in paragraph 2.1.
The overall methodology of Research Through
Design is explained in paragraph 2.2, followed
by the selection of the case study in 2.3. In
paragraph 2.4 the landscape analysis methods
are described and lastly in paragraph 2.5 the
methods for the formulation of design stategies
and their assessment are explained.

2.1 Theories and concepts
From the research objective and research
questions, several concepts arise that are
essential components of this research. Firstly, it
is crucial to define the landscape elements that
compose a water system and are included in the
water system analysis. Secondly, the concept of
historical layering is further elaborated.
2.1.1 Water system and landscape

A water system is often defined from a
management or technical point of view.
This means that a water system is seen as
merely a coherent system of surface water
and groundwater present in a certain area,
including banks, water beds and structures for
water management (Hoogheemraadschap van
Rijnland, 2016). However, it can be argued that a
water system has a interdependent relationship

with its surrounding landscape (Bélanger, 2009;
Nijhuis & Jauslin, 2015; van der Wal et al., 2021).
Changes made in the water system will naturally
have effect on the landscape and vice versa,
meaning that the water system and landscape
should be seen as connected entities. In this
thesis, a water system is therefore defined as the
system of water structures and the surrounding
landscape that directly influence each other’s
configuration.
2.1.2 Historic layering and time slices

The metaphor of historic layering describes
landscape as a product of different historical
layers that accumulate over time. Each layer
is composed by (human) interventions that
changed the configuration of the landscape. A
landscape configuration is defined as the physical
distribution of land cover (Farina, 2000). The
landscape configuration of the current landscape
can be determined with, for example, aerial
photographs. Historical landscape configurations
can be determined with, for example, the use of
historical maps.
In order for the metaphor of historic layering to
be used in research and design of water systems,
it is important to be able to identify the different
historical layers that compose the contemporary

Figure 7 Visual representation of the concept of historic layering
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water system. The distinction between different
layers can be made by determining the time span
in which water system has an almost identical
configuration. These time spans are in this thesis
defined as time slices. Logically, one or more
transformations can be designated between
the configurations, so that the configuration is
evidently different from the previous one.
Studying the series of historic configurations of
the water system as a whole results in an overview
of the adjustments (i.e. the transformations)
made to the water system since its creation
(Figure 7). The effects of these transformations
on the amount, function and direction of the
water in the water system may be deduced based
on changes in land-use and landscape patterns
around the watercourses. These indicated effects
may also suggest what brought about the
following transformation.

2.2
A single-unit case study: the
sprengen of Loenen
In this thesis, a single-unit case study was used to
perform an analysis of historical transformations
of the water system and to subsequently serve
as a test bed for the development of design
strategies. The case was selected based on
various criteria. As the main criterion, the case
study area are had to include a sprengen water
system in need of redesign because of droughtrelated issues. Furthermore, the case study
required characteristic elements of the sprengen,
such as watermills, which either needed to be
preserved or redesigned to improve experiential
values. The selected case study had the greatest
value when the water system traversed a variety
of land-uses. The sprengen have a different
character in, for example, the forest on the
Veluwe and the lowlands of the IJssel valley. Also,

2.1.3 Design strategies

In this research, a design strategy is understood
as the way in which the insights from the
study of the historically layered landscape can
be used for the development of a landscape
design. The design strategy describes how
collected information of the landscape can be
translated into design interventions. A design
strategy is not a ready-made blueprint design
for the development of the area, but provides
a direction for developing of a future landscape
(Veenstra, 2020). The design strategy should
be a further interpretation and elaboration of
previously formulated design goals to develop
a long-term perspective for areas in which the
existing spatial form and function are under
pressure and need to be adapted (Kempenaar
& van den Brink, 2018). The outcome of an
applied design strategy includes an illustration
of possible and desirable future arrangement
of settlements, infrastructures, water features,
nature and other land uses. It also illustrates the
aesthetic appearance of the future landscape.
These outcomes can subsequently be used as a
source of inspiration for policy makers and other
spatial designers and decision makers.

Figure 8 Location of the single-unit case study
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the impact of drought at the sprengen manifests
itself differently in different land-uses. A case
study area containing these different landuses therefore yields the most representative
outcomes and allows for wider applicability of
the results.
A suitable area with sprengen that meets the
case selection criteria is located near Loenen, on
the eastern edge of the Veluwe (Figure 8). The
sprengen of Loenen are in need of adaptation, as
drought causes the watercourses to periodically
run dry (Kamperman, 2015). This poses a threat
to the ecological and cultural-historical values.
Moreover, the sprengen of Loenen feature
a large number of watermills, throughout
the upper, middle and lower reaches of the
sprengen. These watermills, as well as other
characteristic sprengen elements, are present in
the water system in various states of recognition.
There are also clear remnants of previously used
watercourses in the landscape, confirming the
presence of different historical configurations

that can be analysed. Lastly, the sprengen of
Loenen are suitable as they traverse various landuses. The largest sprengen of the water system
originate in the forests of the Veluwe, a number
of smaller sprengen originate in the urban area of
Loenen (Figure 9). The majority of watercourses
converge north of Loenen, and from there cross
the lowlands towards the river IJssel.
The Apeldoornse Kanaal, the canal from Dieren
to Hattem, is considered as a geographical
boundary for most of the sprengen on the east
side of the Veluwe, though some also stretch
further towards the river IJssel. The part of the
sprengen water system that is involved in this
thesis runs from the origin of the stream (often
the sprengkoppen) to the historical location of
the most downstream watermill, just beyond
the mentioned boundary of the canal. Further
downstream the water system acquires the
character of a lowland brook or change into
ditches (Kamperman, 2015) and are therefore
not included in this thesis.

Figure 9 Location of the single-unit case study: the sprengen of Loenen
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2.3 Research For Design and Research
Through Design
In this research, a case study was conducted
in which mixed methods were used. The case
was selected to serve as a purposive sample,
as their characteristics enable conclusions and
hence generalisations to be drawn (Swaffield,
2016). The overall methodological structure
was divided in two parts, Research For Design
(RFD) and Research Through Design (RTD).
This methodological structure was chosen as it
allows for the exploration of two different design
strategies through a repetitive sequence of design
and assessment. Besides, this methodological
structure generates new knowledge applicable in
landscape design practice or in further research
(Lenzholzer et al., 2016).
The initial phase of RTD starts with the collection
of all types of data necessary to inform the design
process, known as the method of Research For
Design (Lenzholzer et al., 2016). In this research,
this phase is practiced through various methods
which can be summarized in two categories: water
system analysis (SRQ 1) and historic layering
analysis (SRQ 2). In the water system analysis the
current qualities and bottlenecks of the sprengen
are identified. This provides insight into the
requirements of the future design of the water

system. Hence, this analysis can be summarized
in a set of design goals. In the historic layering
analysis historic maps are studied to determine
the time slices with its different historic
configurations, the transformations between
them and, most importantly, the effects they had
on the water system.
The second phase of RTD encompasses the
synthesis of the theory and analysis, through
which design strategies are constructed (SRQ 3
and SRQ 4). The determined effects enable the
development of two different design strategies.
The first design strategy explores how the
historic configurations can be selected based on
their effects, and thereby contribute to achieving
the formulated design goals (SRQ 3). The second
design strategy explores how the identified
effects can be translated into generally applicable
design principles (SRQ 4). The application of
these design principles (most likely) results in
different design interventions compared to the
first design strategy. Besides, these generalized
design principles aim to be widely applicable
and therewith seek solutions for similar sprengen
water systems at the Veluwe. Finally, effectivity of
both applied design strategies can be evaluated
by testing them against the formulated design
goals.

Figure 10 Overview of the methodological steps taken in this research
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2.4 Landscape analysis methods
As stated in the previous paragraphs, the RFD
phase consists of two parts: the water system
analysis and the historical layering analysis. The
following paragraphs describe the different
methods used for the execution of these two
analyses.
2.4.1 Water system analysis: studying qualities
and bottlenecks of the sprengen

In the water system analysis the current qualities
and bottlenecks of the sprengen were identified.
The qualities and bottlenecks of the sprengen
were predominantly sourced from literature.
The literature was found via databases from the
Wageningen University Library as well as Google
Scholar. Complementary, Google was used for
finding grey literature such as news articles and
cultural-historical analysis reports. Search terms
used for the collection of data can be found in
Figure 11.
As not all of the found literature was locationspecific or referring to recently executed field
research, the identified qualities and bottlenecks
were validated through map analysis, field
observations and expert consults. The map
analysis provided insight in the spatial occurrence
of qualities and bottlenecks within the case study
area. To obtain knowledge on the impact of
drought in the sprengen, maps from the water
board and a research report were used. With the
use of these maps the most drought-sensitive
parts of the water system can be identified.
Field trips were used for comprehensive insight
into the current state of characteristic elements
of the sprengen and the accessibility of the
water system. For the parts of the sprengen that
were not visited during these field trips, Google
Streetview was used to gain insight into the
experiential values.

an organization that has been committed to
preserving and restoring the sprengen of the
Veluwe for more than 40 years. This expert
accompanied a field visit to the Loenense
sprengen during which open-questions on the
qualities and bottlenecks were asked. The second
expert had been observing the water levels of the
sprengen of Loenen for several years. This expert
was able to answer questions via email about the
drying up of different parts of the sprengen in
the case study area.
2.4.2 Historic layering analysis: geo-history
map overlay

For the historical layering analysis, historic map
material of the case study area was used. Historic
maps are suitable for the historical layering
analysis (Kušan et al., 2019), as they provide
insight into the configurations of the water
system at various points in its history. This analysis
identifies how the current spatial characteristics
relate to the historic transformations of the water
system.
For this research, a GIS database was produced
of georeferenced historical maps of the case
study area. This method yields a series of
standardised maps that chronologically display
altered states of the water system. By overlaying
and comparing the produced series of maps,
significant changes in the water system can be
detected. These significant changes are the
transformations that separate different time
slices from each other. Hence, an inventory of
present and disappeared elements of the water
system for each of the time slices was made. Also,
the historic configurations within each time slice
were determined and represented with maps.
Next, for each historic configuration, the effects
of the previous transformation were determined.
The main effects that were analysed are the
changes in the amount, direction, and function
of the surface water and groundwater.

Two experts were consulted to validate the found
qualities and bottlenecks in literature. Both
experts are voluntarily involved with the current
status and development of the sprengen and
are also familiar with the case study area. The
first expert is a member of the Bekenstichting,
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Figure 11 Overview of the applied methods within the water system analysis
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Knowledge on typical water system- and
landscape processes and the characteristics of
past hydraulic constructions were essential to
deduce the effects from the transformations
that were indicated by means of the geo-history
map overlay. The detected transformations
and deduced effects were validated by (grey)
literature that described small-scale variations in
land form and land use. To enhance the validity,
an external expert was also consulted. Similar to
the water system analysis, open questions were
asked to the member of the Bekenstichting to
verify assumptions and elaborate on the detected
transformations of the water system.

2.5 Design strategies and assessment

design goal. A five point rating scale was used to
express the intensity of the achievement towards
the design goal (Figure 13).
The assessment resulted in an average score per
historic configuration. In calculating the average
scores for each time slice, the scores for the main
criteria were counted twice and the sub criteria
were counted once. This was done because the
main design goals were the most important,
but to still include the effects on the other
goals. Based on the assessment scores it can be
concluded which of the historic configurations is
the most suitable to select for re-implementation
in the future water system design.

In the RTD phase two design strategies were
developed to illustrate how the analysis of effects
of historic transformations can be translated to
design interventions. The first design strategy,
‘historical accuracy’, studied how historic
configurations can be selected based on the
expected effects that they will bring when reimplemented in the current landscape. The
second design strategy, ‘reconsidered history’,
studied how the overview of effects can be used
to formulate generalized design principles. The
following paragraphs describe the main methods
used for each of the design strategies. The last
paragraph describes how the effectivity of both
applied design strategies will be compared with
the use of the formulated design goals.
2.5.1 Selecting historic configurations

The selecting of historic configurations is based
on the expected desired effects they will bring
when re-applied in the landscape. Therefore, it
must be determined which effects are desired.
This can be done by making interconnections
between formulated design goals and the
detected effects. When an effect (to any extent)
can contribute to the achievement of one or
more design goals, it is considered as a desired
effect.

Figure 12 Questions to test the historic configurations, based on
the design goals

For each historic configuration, questions were
asked to assess to which extent they contribute
to achieving each of the design goals (Figure
12). Each of the questions asked reflected a
Figure 13 Rating scale to indicate the achievement towards each
design goal
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2.5.2. Formulating design principles

The analysis of effects of historic transformations
can be translated into general design principles
by means of three steps. First, and similar
to design strategy 1, it must be determined
which of the effects are desired by making
interconnections between formulated design
goals and the detected effects. Second, within the
selection of desired effects similarities are sought
between the effects from the different historical
configurations. For the grouped corresponding
effects it can then be determined whether the
causative transformation also matches. If so,
a generally applicable design principle can be
formulated.
This generalization ensures that the principles
are applicable regardless of their original historic
configurations and thus original locations within
the case study area. Hence, the principles can be
applied in the landscape design wherever they
can provide the greatest impact.
2.5.3 Design assessment

The effectivity of the applied design strategies
can be assessed by testing the resulting
landscape designs of both design strategies
against the formulated design goals. This process
of assessing a design is described by Deming &
Swaffield as ‘the work of considering, measuring,
and judging the merit and value of a range of
competing design options’ (Deming & Swaffield,
2011). The effectiveness of each design strategy
can be determined by to what extent the it meets
the defined design goals.
The design strategies were assessed by consulting
experts. As the established criteria concerned
multiple knowledge fields, two experts with
different fields of expertise were selected. The
hydrological and ecological aspects of the water
system design were discussed with a hydrologist
from the Wageningen University, the experiential
qualities were discussed with a heritage expert
from Wageningen University.
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The consultancy of the expert was done in the
form of an unstructured interview as this data
collection method is able to provide a greater
depth of information (Low, 1981) and affords
an opportunity for methodological creativity.
For the unstructured interviews open-ended
questions are asked based on a specific research
topic. The questions that are asked to the
expert are modified to suit the experts specific
expertise. Also, the unstructured interview can
increase validity as is it gives the interviewer
the opportunity to ask unplanned followup questions for a deeper understanding or
clarification (McLeod, 2014)

Figure 14 Overview of applied research methods and output
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3

RESULTS (RFD): WATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

This chapter concerns the water system analysis,
the first step of the RFD phase. Paragraph 3.1
presents the identified landscape units around
the sprengen of Loenen to better understand
why and where certain qualities and bottlenecks
occur within the case study. Then, in paragraph
3.2 the most important qualities and bottlenecks
of the sprengen are presented. Lastly, in
paragraph 3.3 design goals for the future water
system are formulated, which serve as a basis for
the RTD phase.

3.1 The three landscape units with
subunits around Loenen
The formation of the Veluwe evidences how the
geomorphology and the groundwater flows are
correlated with each other. The groundwater that
flows through the Veluwe moraine towards the
IJssel valley influences the whole sprengen water
system and causes the establishment of every
landscape characteristic on the eastern edge of
the Veluwe. This includes the land uses, soil types,
parcellation and vegetation types. A hypothetical
change in the amount of groundwater flowing
from the moraine would have direct repercussion
on the functioning of the water system and its
surrounding landscape. Water levels, ecological
habitats, and land use would change.
The dynamics of the groundwater flows have a
different impact on the water system depending
on the position of the considered area of the water
system context. These different features present
in the water system of the eastern Veluwe suggest
a classification of the landscape into three main
landscape units: (1) moraine, (2) moraine edge,
and (3) valley. The main distinction among these
units is dependent on the geomorphological
patterns and the corresponding relation to
groundwater flows. As a result each landscape
unit has its own spatial characteristics.
The following paragraphs describe each
landscape unit and its sub-units. The landscape
units are represented with a landscape unit map

(Figure 15) and summarized in a schematic cross
section (Figure 16).
3.1.1 Moraine landscape unit

This landscape unit includes the areas of the
Veluwemassief that end at the mouths of the
erosion valleys where the layers of deposited
moraine material begin. The moraine is the
highest landscape unit of the three and contains
a lot of relief. This relief was created by the driving
effect of land ice during the penultimate ice age,
the Saalian, about 200,000 years ago (Neefjes,
2018). As the moraines consist of gravel, loam
and sand, precipitation that falls on the Veluwe
sinks deep into the ground and flows off towards
the moraine edge and the valley (Kamperman,
2015). The more to the east of the moraine,
the closer the groundwater level comes to the
surface. The moraine is largely wooded, but sand
drifts and heathland can also be found here.
Enk
The enken were formed by centuries of raising
the ground with heather sods and sheep manure,
creating a layer of organic matter, approximately
one meter thick (Koopmans et al., 2012).
Consequently, the soil type of this landscape
unit is the ‘enkeerdgrond’. The enk is crossed by
one watercourse of the sprengen that originates
slightly south of the enk. A little north of this
spreng are also the sprengkoppen of another
spreng located.
The enk was originally the farmland of the entire
village on which rye, oats and buckwheat were
grown. To grow crops, the soil should not be too
dry nor too wet. Hence, enken can be found at
between the high dry moraine and the low wet
valley (de Jong, 2011). Enken are now widely
used for grass and maize cultivation (Koopmans
et al., 2012). All kinds of herbaceous flowers grow
between the fields (Natuurmonumenten, 2021).
The cornflowers, chamomile and poppies provide
a colourful scenery in spring and summer.
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An enk is easily recognizable by its bulging fields
and open character. The enk is also characterized
by the small-scale and irregular parcellation in
which the plots lie together like a mosaic, a few
paths over and along the enk and a few barns.
To protect the fields against drifting sands, wild
animals and cattle, wooded banks (‘enkwallen’)
were constructed and planted with oak coppice
(SB4, 2010; Weijschedé & Mulder, 2006).
Because drift sand was caught in the dense
vegetation of the coppice, the wooded banks
gradually increased in height up to two meters.
The locations of the wooded banks are easily
recognizable by the differences in height and the
fact that they form the forest boundary.

The dry erosion valleys are often asymmetrical
in cross-section with one valley wall steeper
than the opposite wall (Martens, 2021a). Some
dry erosion valleys on the Veluwe can be clearly
distinguished from the rest of the moraine
landscape, due to low heath vegetation and
the absence of forest or buildings. The erosion
valleys within the case study area are mostly
forested and therefore blend in with the rest

Dry erosion valleys
On the flanks of the moraine erosion valleys
occur, characterized by an elongated shape,
located like a kind of rain gutters along the
slopes of moraine. Through the erosion valleys
often no longer any stream or river flows. At the
most a small watercourse that does not match
the scale of the valley (Martens, 2021a).

Figure 15 Landscape unit map
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of the moraine flanks. The erosion valleys are
however evident on an elevation map.
The soil of the dry erosion valleys corresponds
with the rest of the flanks of the Veluwe, sandy
and heavily drained (Koopmans et al., 2012).
Many of the valley floors also contain a layer of
cover sand, from which can be concluded that
these valleys were longer affected by erosion
after the deposition of this sand (Ten Cate &
Maarleveld, 1977). Some of the dry valleys within
the case study are were used for the construction
of sprengen (SB4, 2010), as it is easier to reach
the groundwater here.
Flanks
At the end of the eighteenth century, almost the
entire flanks of the Veluwe consisted of heathland
and sand drifts. The increase in population in the
second half of the eighteenth century increased
the need to make these grounds productive
for agriculture and forestry (Neefjes, 2018).
New fertilizers were also introduced with which
heathland on the dry the flanks of the Veluwe
could be converted into forest on a large scale
(Neefjes, 2018). These new forests are usually
characterized by paths that divide the forest
area into large square or rectangular blocks.
Coniferous trees were mostly planted on these
forest sections. Scots pine, for example, was
most resistant to the dry, poor and acidic heath
soil (Neefjes, 2018). On somewhat better sandy
soils, deciduous forest or douglas fir forest was
planted. Roads and paths were planted with
avenue trees, often American oak, to give the
appearance of an estate (Neefjes, 2018). These
young, planted, coniferous forests are generally
regarded as with little value in landscape and
ecological terms due to their monotony.
Despite these human interventions on the flanks,
quite some heathland areas have been preserved.
Still, a considerable part of the Veluwe heathland
and drift sand areas have also become forested
in a natural way. This is due to the spreading
of adjacent heathland forests. Because of the
different origin, these forests do not characterize
by a grid of forest roads, but are solely crossed
by a few paths.

Although the sprengen or Loenen are not
located on the flanks, the land cover of the
flanks has an indirect influence on the water
system. The greater the proportion of heath and
sandy landscape compared to forest, the greater
the infiltration to the groundwater. Higher
groundwater levels result in more water supply
to the sprengen.
3.1.2 Moraine edge landscape unit

This landscape unit comprehends all the areas
located on the layers of deposited moraine
material, an interjacent landscape unit between
the moraine and the valley. As the moraine
edges are defined by the contours of meltwater
deposits, this landscape unit characterized by its
lack of relief but slightly higher position than the
valley. The land use of the moraine edge is mainly
grassland. Most of the urban areas of the edges
of the Veluwe are also located on the moraine
edge. The cultural landscape is legible here due
to clear transitions between the three different
landscape units, strong contrasts and a striking
positioning of the villages in open areas. The
sprengen cross the moraine edge towards the
valley. Most watermill locations of the sprengen
are also located within this landscape unit.
Large agricultural plots on the moraine deposits
The moraine deposits start where the erosion
valleys end. Closer to the moraine the moraine
deposits are narrow, further from the moraine
they widen and thus form a fan-like shape. The
moraine deposits often consist of coarse sand.
This sand is usually poorer than that of the
moraines, because the finest particles, which
contain minerals, have been carried away further
by the meltwater flows (Martens, 2021; Neefjes,
2018).
These low, wet areas on the edges of the Veluwe
have been exploited since the early Middle Ages
(Neefjes, 2018). Reclamation into agricultural
land was only possible on the moraine edge at
the transition to the IJssel valley. Here, the wet,
sandy and peaty soils were made habitable. Once
drained, these moist soils turned out to be much
more attractive for agriculture than the dry sandy
soils located higher up. Yields were higher and
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more secure, and the soil was suitable for a wider
variety of crops, including barley, oats and cattle
pasture (Neefjes, 2018). As a result, most of the
moist and wet heathland areas have disappeared
and large agricultural plots characterize the
moraine edge.
Moraine edge village
Early settlements of the Veluwe settled on the
transition from the moraine to the IJssel valley
(SB4, 2010). The villages were positioned at the
most favourable locations, namely near drinking
water and fertile land and with a low flooding risk
(SB4, 2010). Consequently, the settlements were
situated exactly between the higher enk fields
and the lower, wet meadows. Over the centuries,
this created ribbons of inhabited villages and
towns on the moraine edge.
3.1.3 Valley landscape unit

This landscape unit includes all the areas adjacent
to the moraine edge that transport water from the
moraine and its erosion valleys. The valley is the
lowest and wettest of the three landscape units.
Both natural streams and sprengen streams flow
through the valley towards the IJssel. The valley
is also the landscape unit in which seepage water
comes to the surface and thus also contributes to
the wet character of this landscape unit.
The low IJssel valley originated as a glacial
basin underneath the land ice that pushed up

the moraines (Neefjes, 2018). The large masses
of meltwater flowed from the moraine through
the now dry erosion valleys to the lower valley
areas, and deposited the materials that they
carried from the moraine. Since then, the valley
has been filled with all kinds of materials:
meltwater deposits, river sands and clays, peat
and marine clay (Neefjes, 2018). The material
deposition resulted in very flat areas between the
moraine and the river IJssel. In many places these
plains are topped with cover sand (Ten Cate &
Maarleveld, 1977).
Due to the high seepage pressure from the
moraine mainly wet soils occur in the valleys.
Hence, wet heathland, peat and wet forests
were originally located here, which sometimes
remained uncultivated until the 19th or 20th
century. The low, wet grounds were not suitable
for livestock but were put into use as haylands.
The seepage water made these grounds
relatively nutritious, making them suitable for
this purpose (Neefjes, 2018). Today, the valley
landscape is mostly drained by ditches. Still, the
valley still has a wet, and in some locations even
a swampy character. The greater part of the IJssel
valley is used as a meadow, interspersed with
agricultural fields and small woodlands. Streams,
some of which originate as sprengen, are also
characteristic for the valley. These streams also
cause an irregular allotment pattern.

Figure 16 Schematic section of the landscape units
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3.2 Landscape qualities and bottlenecks
of the sprengen
The following paragraphs describe the
identified landscape qualities and bottlenecks
of the sprengen of Loenen. Subsequently, the
formulated design goals are described.
3.2.1 Current landscape qualities

Literature research showed that (various elements
of) the sprengen landscapes are considered as
landscape qualities because of their uniqueness
and rarity. The sprengen are characteristic for
the Veluwe, and are one of the most important
cultural-historical riches of this area. The Veluwe
has not only by far the most sprengen, but
this is also the area where the construction of
sprengen started and was perfected (Renes
et al., 2002). Thereby is the relation with the
physic-geographical conditions unique. Outside
the Veluwe, only incidentally places in the
Netherlands can be found that meet these
conditions. This also means that the sprengen
of Loenen can be considered as a unique and
rare water system, which therefore have an
importance to be protected and preserved as
landscape quality.
Another quality of the sprengen landscapes is
the intact state of many of the complex water
systems.
Although many of the originally
associated watermills have disappeared, the
sprengen are often unimpaired and functioning
(Renes et al., 2002). Each of the landscape units
within the case study area contain intact elements
that are assigned as landscape qualities. The
most prominent elements of the moraine and
moraine edge are the Vrijenbergerspreng with
its waterfalls (Figure 17), the remnants of the
swimming pool ensemble at the southernmost
sprengen (Figure 18) and the intact sprengkoppen
of multiple sprengen. Within the valley the most
outstanding elements are the still functioning
watermill, the Middelste Molen (Figure 19), and
the remnants of the old Loenense Beek.

values (Kamperman, 2015). Various sprengen
or sections of sprengen are also part of the
Natura 2000 objectives. At the Veluwe, sprengen
contribute even more to these objectives than
naturally formed streams (Bekenstichting, 2020).
Irrespective of the landscape units, almost all
watercourses of the sprengen van Loenen are
classified as HEN water (Figure 23) and therefore
have great ecological value (Kamperman, 2015).

Figure 17 Sprengkop at the Vrijenbergerspreng

Figure 19 The waterwheel of the Middelste Molen

Furthermore, the majority of the sprengen
of the Veluwe has been designated by the
Province of Gelderland as HEN or SED water,
meaning that the sprengen have high ecological
Figure 18 Remnants of the swimmingpool
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HEN classified watercourse

Figure 20 Drought in the sprengen and accumulation of organic
material

Figure 23 HEN classified sprengen of Loenen
Adapted from Kamperman (2015)

Another quality that is strongly related to the
ecological values of the sprengen, is the high
water quality. The water quality of the sprengen
is high as the streams are mainly fed by
groundwater from the Veluwe (Bekenstichting,
2020).
3.2.2 Current landscape bottlenecks

Literature research showed that the sprengen
of the Veluwe are pressured by various factors.
The most important bottleneck is the repetitive
drought. This is partly due to the changing
climate, but also water extraction has been an
important cause of desiccation for decades,
resulting in a number of dried up sprengen (Renes
et al., 2002). Desiccated sprengen are more
susceptible of being neglected, and then often
filled with for example organic material or trash.
Also for the sprengen of Loenen, the drought is
the most prominent bottleneck. Drought occurs
most often at the moraine landscape unit, in
the upper courses of the sprengen (personal
communication Albert Bongers, 2021) (Figure
24). For example, the supplying sprengen of
the swimming pool ensemble are filled up with
organic material and do therefore not refill the
pool (Figure 20) .
Moreover, the ecological qualities that have
always been naturally present in and around
the sprengen have diminished or disappeared,
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Figure 21 Sprengen unrecognizable in urban area of Loenen

Figure 22 Drought makes the sprengen disfunctional and
unrecognizable elements in the landscape

Figure 24 Drought at the sprengen of Loenen in 2015 (top) and 2018 (bottom)
Adapted from Kamperman (2015) en Vallei en Veluwe (2018)
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also as a result of the drought (Bekenstichting,
2020). Thereby causes little shading of the
watercourses the growth of exuberant plants and
algae. Because of this, the distinctive character of
the sprengen is lost and the watercourse gets a
more ditch-like character (Stouten, 1982). For the
sprengen of Loenen is this mainly a problem on
the enk and in the valley.
Furthermore, the planted coniferous forests on
the moraine pose an indirect threat, because they
have intensified the desiccation of the Veluwe
area (Renes et al., 2002). Besides, the increase
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heathland

3,9 km2
deciduous

20,9 km2
coniferous

of forest has led to the disappearance of the
original, open landscape around the sprengen
(Figure 25).
Another bottleneck concerns the limited
experiential values of the sprengen landscape.
Due to the increase of the urban areas of the
moraine edge in recent decades, entire parts
of the sprengen have disappeared or placed
underground (Renes et al., 2002) (Figure 21).
Also, the accessibility of the sprengen is poor
and special recreational facilities that emphasize
the sprengen are lacking (Stouten, 1982). For

0,04 km2
sand

22,7 km2
mixed forest

0,4 km2
graveyard

Figure 25 Areas of sand and heathland (top) and forest (bottom) given as percentage and square kilometers of the case study area
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the sprengen of Loenen, this bottleneck occurs
mostly within the moraine edge and valley.
Many of the sprengen and sprengkoppen are
inaccessible (Figure 26) and there is no landscape
reference found to former watermill sites.
The last bottleneck concerns the drainage of the
high quality seepage water in the valley. There
is a lot of seepage in the polders around the
eastern flank of the Veluwe, hence in the valley
of Loenen as well. The groundwater that comes
to the surface here is clean and calcareous.

These locations can accommodate flora that is
considered as special. However, in the current
water system, much of the seepage is captured
by the existing waterways (Waterschap Rijn en
IJssel, 2022). Also due to the repeated drought,
seepage-dependent nature areas are drying up
(Verbeek et al., 2020).
3.2.4 Most important qualities and
bottlenecks

Multiple landscape qualities and bottlenecks
were identified for the sprengen in general, as
well as for the sprengen of Loenen specifically.
The most important quality is the intactness of
the sprengen system and its associated landscape
elements. The most important current bottleneck
is the repetitive drought which causes the loss
of the water supplying function of the sprengen.

Figure 26 Accessibility of the sprengen of Loenen
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3.3 Formulating design goals
Based on the identified landscape qualities
and bottlenecks, design goals were established
to conduct the RTD phase. These goals were
divided in main design goals and sub design
goals. The main design goals were based on
the most important bottlenecks. The sub design
goals were based on the other bottlenecks and
qualities.
The first main goal was based on the bottleneck
that the repetitive drought would endanger
the functioning of the sprengen and target
the cultural-historic as well as the ecological
values. Therefore, the goal is to study solutions
that ensure a continuous water supply in the
sprengen throughout the year.
The second main goal focussed on improving the
experiential qualities of the sprengen. The unique
elements of the sprengen are unrecognizable
in the landscape, especially during periods of
drought. Increasing experiential value increases
the functioning of the sprengen and with that
stimulates a higher level of conservation of the
sprengen (Bekenstichting, 2020).
For the third main goal, solutions are studied
that maintain and strengthen the ecological
values of the sprengen. Not only the right type
of maintenance ensures the preservation of
these values, but also the spatial layout of the
landscape around the sprengen.
The fourth design goal focusses on the
replenishment of the groundwater reservoir of
the Veluwe, as this is the main water source of
the sprengen. Finding solutions for replenishing
the groundwater will evidently improve the water
supplying function of the sprengen.
As many of the intact characteristic elements of
the sprengen are neglected, the fifth design goal
is to study possible functions that these elements
can have in the future landscape. Acquiring new
features increases the experiential values of the
sprengen and overcomes neglect.
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To maintain the artificial character of the
sprengen, the sixth design goal is to find solutions
that deal with unwanted algae and plant growth
and the accumulation of organic material in the
sprengen. Maintaining the artificial character
is also an important aspect for the specific
ecological habitat in and around the sprengen.
When designing the sprengen landscape it
is essential that the concept of ensemble is
taken into account. The characteristic intact
elements of this historic water system are not
isolated objects. They are heritage ensembles:
functionally coherent spatial units with a shared
history (Gelders Genootschap, 2019). The
seventh design goal is therefore to integration of
the intact sprengen elements as best as possible
in the design as an ensemble.
Finally, the eight design goal is to make use of the
high quality seepage water as best as possible. It
must be prevented that the clean seepage water
wells up in the ditches of the valley and is thus
drained as quickly as possible in the direction of
the IJssel. This clean and calcareous groundwater
is precious, and it should be studied how this
water can be effectively used in the future water
system.
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4

RESULTS (RFD): HISTORIC LAYERING ANALYSIS

The second step of the RFD phase concerns
the defining of the different time slices with its
different historic configurations to indicating the
most important transformations and their effects.

4.1 Discovering historic layers:
configurations, transformations and
effects
The following paragraphs describe each of the
historic configurations within the identified time
slices. In total, eight time slices were defined,
described with the abbreviation T0 till T7. The
time slices date from 1657 until 2021. Time slice
0 describes the (probable) configuration before
the first major transformation. In each time slice,
the letters in the text correspond with the marked
locations on the maps.
4.1.1 Time slice 0 (T0): until 1657

The development of the sprengen of the Veluwe
could only take off due to the specific geological
and geomorphological situation of the Veluwe,
a sandy moraine of a specific size with a fairly
steep slope and a groundwater level that more
or less follows this slope. Sandy moraines at the
size of the Veluwe are only found in an east-west
band from the Netherlands eastward (Renes,
2004). Besides, it required a sufficient demand
for the development of industrial landscapes
based on the power of water (Kamperman,
2015; Neefjes, 2018; Renes, 2004). Only because
the Netherlands had such serious industry of
papermaking around 1650, the sprengen could
be created (Bouma, 2017).

Characteristic properties of the sprengen
In order to obtain the desired amount of water
in the sprengen an almost horizontal ditch was
dug into the moraine, until groundwater was
found. Most of the sprengen were therefore
established in locations where the groundwater
could easily be reached, such as the eroded
meltwater valleys. Also locations with an
apparent groundwater level, caused by skewed
clay layers within the moraine, were suitable
for constructing the sprengen. After leaving
the moraine, the watercourse was kept fairly
horizontal (‘opgeleid’) and lead in the desired
direction to reach a watermill. The water should
be kept at the horizontal level to the extent that
the difference in height is enough to power an
overshot water-wheel (Renes, 2004).
The sprengen consist of clearly distinguishable
elements including the artificially dug water
source
(‘sprengkop’),
watercourses
with
reinforced bottom and artificial quays, water
collection basins (‘wijerds’), a waterfall near
the mill site and the water flow downstream of
the watermill. The horizontally levelled stream
sections and mill sites can occur repetitively at the
same spreng. Generally, sprengen always carry
water regardless of the amount of precipitation
as the sprengen are fed by the groundwater
reservoir of the Veluwe.
During the productive era of the watermills,
the sprengen were regularly cleaned, whereby
silt and branches were removed. If necessary,
the banks were sheeted and the bottom of the
watercourses were covered with loam to prevent
it from falling dry (Kamperman, 2015).

Figure 27 Basic elements for the development of the sprengen
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The first historical configuration of the sprengen
of Loenen
The first mention of Loenen and Zilven (Lona
and Sulva) dates from the year 803 (SB4, 2010).
At that time, the villages of Loenen and Zilven
worked together in the Loenermark. The grounds
mainly consist of heathland, drifting sands and
remnants of forest (SB4, 2010). In Loenen, a large
part of the land is in private hands of the Hackfort
family, who also own Ter Horst Castle (A). From
1561 their land also includes the Loenense Bos,
the forest next to Loenen (B). Due to their large
share of land, the Hackfort family had great
influence in the Loenermark (Moerman, 1934;
SB4, 2010). This family has been the driving force
behind the first adjustments to the water system
around Loenen, as they earned money by leasing
water mills (Hardonk, 1968).

According to a map of 1660, the oldest part of
the water system of Loenen is the old Silvoldsche
(Zilvensche) Beek (C), that originated naturally in
the lowest terrains of the valley (Moerman, 1934).
The stream ran through the Emperstrang to the
Ouden IJssel (both watercourses located outside
the case study area) (Maijer, 2019; Moerman,
1934). The stream was used as a drain for the old
Zilvensche flour mill (D). The water supply for this
mill was already provided by sprengen, dug in
the Dalenk (E) (Moerman, 1934). Below that mill,
another spreng, the Morrebeek, led water into
the old Zilvensche Beek which must have served
for the powering of later constructed, lowerlying mills (Moerman, 1934). The location of this
spreng can however not be identified in the map.

A

C

D
E
B

Figure 28 Historic configuration T0
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Figure 29 Legends for the maps presented in the historical layering analysis
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4.1.2 Time slice 1 (T1): 1657 – 1691

Description of transformation
Around 1657, two new streams were constructed
parallel to the contour lines, which led all the
water from the streams of Zilven to the Loenense
Beek near Ter Horst Castle (A) (Maijer, 2019;
Menke et al., 2007; Renes et al., 2002). The upper
watercourse of the original stream was removed
for this purpose and thus the old Zilvensche
Beek became practically out of use (Maijer, 2019;
Moerman, 1934). Furthermore, several tributary
sprengen were added to this new stream near
the village of Loenen (B).
Description of historical configuration in 1657
The newly established watercourse, called the
Nieuwe Silvolse Beek, was constructed to enable
the founding of new watermills. The Loenense
Beek contained so much more water that nine
new mills could be built between 1652 and 1668.
One of the established watermills include a paper
mill built in 1671 behind Ter Horst Castle, near
the present Molenallee, which is referred to as
‘de Moelen op ‘t Slatt’ (C). The term slats refers
to a swampy or wet area (CBG, n.d.)
From 1664, the Loenense Beek was also
occasionally used for irrigating the meadows in
the lowlands of the valley. The farmers in Loenen
had agreed with the Hackfort family that they
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could use the water from the Loenense Beek to
supply the hay meadows with water in the event
of an exceptional drought (De Bekenstichting,
n.d.).
Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
From the rapid increase in watermills can be
concluded that the newly created sprengen
extracted a lot of groundwater from the Veluwe
which was mainly used for industrial purposes.
Also, by redirecting the water parallel to the
contour lines, the water was directed away from
the natural runoff pattern through the valley.
This slowed down the water speed and thus
kept the water longer in the upper reaches of
the water system. Another effect was that the
new, artificially heightened streams absorbed
additional seepage water from the moraine (Renes
et al., 2002). Based on the fact that the sprengen
could also supply sufficient water during periods
of exceptional drought, it can be concluded
that the water extraction by the sprengen did
not drastically affect the groundwater level of
the Veluwe. As the lower watercourse of the old
Zilvensche Beek was maintained, there was still
(seepage) water drained from the valley towards
the river IJssel. Based on the toponym of the
Slatsmolen can be concluded that the created
spreng did not impact the drainage around the
village much and the wet character was retained.

C

B
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A

Figure 30 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T1
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4.1.3 Time slice 2 (T2): 1691 - 1762

Description of transformation
Around 1691 the Strobroekse Beek was added
to the water system. This was a tributary spreng
with two sprengkoppen (A), located north of
the Loenense Beek. At the same time, the old,
meandering stream of the old Zilvensche Beek
slowly disappeared in the meadows south of
the current stream. The moats of Ter Horst
Castle were now also supplied by the sprengen.
This could not be done by the Loenense Beek,
whose water level was slightly lower than that
of the moats. For the water supply of the moats,
a separate stream was created and embanked,
before the foundation of the Middelste- and
Achterste Molen (Moerman, 1934). Although
described in literature, this transformation is not
traceable in the used historic map.
Description of historical configuration in 1691
Multiple mills were added to the existing
watercourses and a mill was added to the new
Strobroekse Beek (B), bringing the total number
of mills in this catchment area to twelve (Menke
et al., 2007).
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Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
From the rapidly growing number of watermills it
can be deduced that the newly created sprengen
extracted more groundwater from the Veluwe
and thus increased the amount of water in the
sprengen. As the water of the sprengen was also
used for the moats of Ter Horst Castle, it can be
concluded that the waterflow slowed down and
water was kept longer in the upper watercourses
before being drained towards the river IJssel.
Connecting the moats of Ter Horst Castle with
the sprengen also provided new functions for
the water of the sprengen. Firstly as a defence
mechanism but mainly for the enhancement
of aesthetic value around the castle. As the old
Loenense Beek disappeared, drainage of de
valley decreased. From this can be concluded that
the wet character of the valley was maintained or
even slightly increased.

B
A

Figure 31 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T2
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4.1.4 Time slice 3 (3): 1762-1832

The map from 1762 used in the geo-history
map overlay is the first detailed map of the
area indicating both the sprengen and the
land use around the sprengen. Literature does
not describe any specific transformations for
the year 1762, but the historical map shows a
great expansion compared to the water system
described in the previous time slice.
Description of transformation
Near the village Loenen, several short sprengen
were added to the water system (A). At the
southernmost sprengkoppen another spreng was
created that transported water to a watercourse
parallel to the Loenense Beek (B). East of Loenen,
two watercourses were constructed through
the valley, parallel to the spreng (C). These
watercourses were connected on both sides with
the spreng. The watercourses around Ter Horst
Castle were also expanded (D).
Description of historical configuration in 1762
Most sprengkoppen were located in an open
heathland landscape, between the agricultural
fields of the enk of Loenen. Only a small part of
the water system, the upper reaches of a southern
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located watercourse, were shaded by vegetation
(E). There is a clear difference visible in the
character of the sprengen that were used for the
water mills (slightly meandering and along the
contour lines) and the watercourses built around
Ter Horst Castle (straight and perpendicular to
the contour lines). The sprengen were a main
landscape structure through the urban area of
Zilven and Loenen. Along the sprengen both
industry (at the watermills) and agriculture took
place.
Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
The added sprengen around the village of
Loenen increased the water flow in the direction
of the water mills. The constructed watercourses
through the valley increased the drainage of this
area. The advent of papermaking gave the first
impetus to a slow but steady growth of the village
of Loenen (Hardonk, 1968). Due to the increased
drainage of the vally by the new watercourses,
agricultural land could develop east of Loenen.
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Figure 32 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T3
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4.1.5 Time slice 4 (T4): 1832 – 1891

Description of transformation
Short sprengen were added in the urban area
of Loenen (A) and the spreng at the Dalenk was
extended in multiple directions (B). Furthermore,
many smaller watercourses were added in the
valley, often connected to the sprengen system
(C). These watercourses followed the direction
of the Loenense Beek and the old Zilvensche
Beek. Moreover, north of the Loenense Beek,
the avenues of Veldhuizen were constructed
(D) along which watercourses ran that were
connected to the sprengen.
Lanes of pine and oak trees were constructed
on the moraine between which forest was
planted to control the uncultivated grounds of
the Veluwe (SB4, 2010). Presumably before 1800
people were already working on reforestation of
the Loenense Bos, although around 1800 there
would have been only a few old oaks and beech
trees that served to mark the borders (SB4, 2010).
Also, the unpaved roads crossing the landscape
were gradually improved. First with gravel, later
with stones.
Description of historical configuration in 1832
The landscape around Loenen consisted of
shifting sands, heaths, swamps, meadows and
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larger and smaller pieces of forest. Loenen and
Zilven consisted of a series of farms located on
the east side of the enk. On the west side, the
enk was bordered by a strip of forest of varying
width. Grasslands were located in the low valley
to the east of the Loenen (Menke et al., 2007).
Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
The added sprengen around the village of Loenen
increased the water flow in the direction of the
water mills. As the new watercourses in the valley
were connected to the sprengen, no longer all
of the water from the moraine was transported
via the sprengen. Instead, the water distributed
over several watercourses. As a result, water was
drained more quickly towards the IJssel. The lanes
with watercourses in the north of the Loenense
Beek did not actively contribute to drainage
but mainly had an aesthetic function. The
afforestation of the uncultivated grounds of the
Veluwe resulted in increased evapotranspiration
and thus a decrease of infiltration of water
towards the groundwater reservoir. However,
the area that is forested is small and trees still
very young. The effect on the groundwater levels
will therefore have been limited. As the valley
was better drained, the low-lying wet grounds
became more accessible and the creation of drier
haylands became possible.
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Figure 33 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T4
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4.1.6 Time slice 5 (T5): 1891 – 1934

Description of transformation
Between 1859 and 1868 the southern part of
the Apeldoornse Kanaal (A) was constructed.
Between Apeldoorn and Dieren the canal had
a height difference of approximately 10 metres,
whereby the waterlevel of the canal was above
the groundwater level (Menke et al., 2007). Due to
this high positioning, sufficient water was lacking
for the intended shipping. To solve this problem,
sprengen were connected to supply water to
the canal. The Veldhuizerspreng (B) is one of the
supplying sprengen. The latter was extended
when the water supply was not yet sufficient
with the Vrijenbergerspreng (C). To bridge the
height differences and to prevent deep erosion,
a large and small waterfall were constructed in
this spreng. The existing sprengen, such as the
Loenense Beek, had a lower water level than the
constructed canal and could therefore not supply
water. They were passed under the canal so that
the watermills east of the canal could continue
to run.
The local railway Apeldoorn-Dieren was realized
in 1887 (SB4, 2010). Before the construction of
the railway, a plan for the division of plots on the
moraine edge appears to have been made, as a
clear pattern of straight blocks appears on post1870 topographical maps (SB4, 2010). The blocks
are often subdivided into smaller plots, provided
with a border planted with trees to keep out
animals. The plots were also separated by means
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of watercourses, in order to be able to drain the
wet heathland. Some plots have already been
transformed into hay meadows.
Description of historical configuration in 1891
The constructed 23-kilometer canal followed
the 13.2 NAP contour line as much as possible,
which mainly crossed heathland that had not
yet been cultivated. A large part of the higher
heathlands on the moraine had been reforested
in the 19th century, such as the Loenense Bos (D)
and along the northern border at the Vrijenberg
(E). However, in between remained vast, open
moors.
Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
The construction of the Vrijenbergerspreng
resulted in extraction of more groundwater
from the Veluwe. The Strobroekse Beek has
been carrying little water since the digging of
the Vrijenberger spreng (Moerman, 1934.a)
The watercourses that divided the plots on the
moraine edge increased the drainage of this
landscape unit towards the river IJssel. The
afforestation of the uncultivated grounds of the
Veluwe resulted in increased evapotranspiration
and thus a decrease of infiltration of water
towards the groundwater reservoir. As the
moraine edge valley was better drained, the lowlying wet grounds became more accessible and
the creation of drier haylands became possible.
As a result, the wet heath landscape disappeared
on a large scale.
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Figure 34 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T5
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4.1.7 Time slice 6: 1934 -1974

Description of transformation
A swimming pool was constructed at the
southernmost sprengen of Loenen (A). The
swimming pool belonged to the Groenouwe
estate. The pool could be flushed with water
from the sprengen by means of connecting
watercourses. North of the pool, a wijerd was
also added to the sprengen (B). Other changes in
the water system mainly took place in the valley
and the moraine edge, where many watercourses
were added that drained the wet heathland.
Description of historical configuration in 1934
Around 1930, afforestation on the moraine
had started over a large area, mainly with
coniferous trees. In total 800 hectares of forest
was planted (SB4, 2010). In addition to the forest,
some coppice was planted a part remained
uncultivated. Various gravel pits on the heathland
were also mentioned on the map. The aim was to
keep the landscape varied, so that a large part of
the highly valued heathland was spared and the
forest had varied tree species (SB4, 2010). The
road pattern was adapted to the large height
differences in the terrain and divided into main
and side paths. Connected to the recreational
developments on the Veluwe, many bicycle paths
were also constructed.
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Due to the changes in agriculture that took place
before 1900, land use claims were changing.
Also, the perspective on of nature changes
and appreciation of ‘natural beauty’ and the
uncultivated heath is increasingly shared. The
sandy soils are popular as a place to settle and
stay because of their healthy image. Country
estates such as Groenouwe were founded by the
wealthier class and recreational accommodations
and facilities were growing.
Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
The construction of swimming pool and the
wijerd resulted in resulted in a slowing of the
water flow. As a result, the water from the
southern sprengen stayed longer in the upper
courses of the water system. Also, the water
of the sprengen couldnow also be used for
recreational purposes. The major afforestation of
the uncultivated grounds of the Veluwe resulted
in increased evapotranspiration and thus a
decrease of infiltration of water towards the
groundwater reservoir. The drainage of the valley
and moraine edge resulted in the disappearance
of the wet heathland and changed the valley
almost completely to grassland.

B
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Figure 35 Historic transformation (left page), historic configuration (top) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T6
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4.1.8 Time slice 7 (T7): 1974 – 2021

Description of transformation
The largest transformation of the water system
was the adding of more watercourses in the
valley, east of the Apeldoornse Kanaal. For the
benefit of industry in the close surroundings of
the sprengen (6 paper factories) and drinking
water supply, water was extracted in the forest
near the sprengen. Around 1950 the swimming
pool at the southernmost sprengen fell into
disrepair. Only the boulder wall of the previous
springboard remained (De Bekenstichting, n.d.).
Description of historical configuration in 1974
Most of the heathland disappeared, both
on the moraine and in the valley. The added
watercourses divided the valley into large
plots of grassland. Due to the development of
recreational attractions such as De Hoge Veluwe
and the Loenense waterfall, the area became
more intensively involved with tourism from
the 1950s. In line with this, the development
of swimming pools, summer houses, holiday
parks and campsites increased. A war
cemetery was constructed on the north side of
Groenendaalseweg (A).
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Effects on amount, direction, and function of
water
The upper courses of the Loenense Beek have
been dry since 1970. During a period in 1976,
one of the largest companies in Eerbeek stopped
for some time or worked at low capacity due
to overproduction. The sprengen in Zilven
subsequently supplied water again. When
production was back in full swing, the water
quickly disappears again (IJzerman, 1979).
This indicates a limited amount of available
groundwater and the major influence of water
extraction on the water flow in the sprengen.
Between 1974-1979 the drainage of the sprengen
has halved and the and the frequent maintenance
was minimal (IJzerman, 1979). The afforestation
of the uncultivated grounds of the Veluwe
resulted in increased evapotranspiration and
thus a decrease of infiltration of water towards
the groundwater reservoir. The landscape of
the Veluwe is increasingly drying out and the
sprengen are more susceptible to drying up, as
the groundwater level sinks.

Figure 36 Historic configuration (top), historic transformation (middle) and effects of transformation (bottom) of T7
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4.2 Overview of effects per time slice
The following table (Figure 37) summarizes all the
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effects of the transformations that were deduced
in the historic layering analysis.

Figure 37 Overview of effects of historic transformations per time slice
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5

RESULTS (RTD): DESIGN STRATEGIES

Throughout the previous chapter an overview
of the deduced effects for each historic
transformation is given. This chapter describes
the results of the RTD phase, in which two
different design strategies are used to illustrate
how these analysed effects can be translated to
design interventions. In paragraph 5.1 the first
design strategy, ‘historical accuracy’, is explained
to demonstrate how historic configurations
can be selected based on the expected effects
that they will bring when re-implemented in
the current landscape. In paragraph 5.2 the
second design strategy, ‘reconsidered history’,
is explained to demonstrate how the overview
of effects can be used to formulate generalized
design principles. Subsequently it is shown how
these design principles can be applied in the
current landscape. Lastly, in paragraph 5.3 the
effectivity of both applied design strategies is
compared with the use of the formulated design
goals. For each design goal it can be determined
to what extent the applied design strategy
achieves the goal or not.

5.1 Design strategy 1: Historical
accuracy
5.1.1 Selected historic configurations

Figure 38 shows the assessment scores for each
of the historic configurations within the seven
time slices. The assessment results indicated that
the historical configuration of T4 was on average
the most suitable configuration, followed by T3
and T5 with an equivalent score.
However, the on average highest scoring historic
concepts were not achieving every design goal to
the maximum. Therefore, it is assumed that the
re-implementation of the best scoring historic
configuration only would not lead to the most
effective landscape design. From this can be
concluded that when one historic configuration
of a certain time slice does not provide all the
desired effects, specific elements of different
historic configurations may also be selected to
increase the effectivity of the landscape design.

Figure 38 Assessment scores of the historic configurations
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Selecting the most appropriate elements of
historical configurations is not solely based on
the assessment results. Although the strongest
effects are to be expected with the highest
scoring configurations, they are not always the
most convenient configurations to choose.
The best-scoring configurations are almost
all configurations from more than a hundred
years ago. The older the selected configuration,
the less it complies with the current landscape
configuration. In many cases, implementing
those configurations requires drastic landscape
interventions that may not be wanted or not be
possible. When selecting suitable configurations,
it must therefore also be considered per design
goal whether the re-implementation of a lowerscoring, but younger configuration is sufficiently
effective to achieve the goal.
5.1.2 Selected historic configurations reimplemented in the landscape

Figure 40 demonstrates an illustrative landscape
design as a result of design strategy 1. The
following paragraphs elaborate on how the
selected and applied historic configurations in
the landscape design contribute to achieving the
design goals. The expected effects of the design
interventions are illustrated in Figure 39.
Combatting drought
To increase water supply in the sprengen,
historic configurations are needed in which
sprengkoppen are located where they can
extract ground water. However, due to the lower
groundwater levels of the Veluwe, most historic
sprengkoppen cannot reach this ground water.
Therefore, historic configurations were selected
that help to increase the groundwater level by
allowing extra rainwater infiltration. The most
effective configurations that increase water
infiltration are the configurations with big open
heathland and sand areas and little (coniferous)
forest at the moraine landscape unit.
The configuration of the moraine originating
from T6 was selected as the most suitable
configuration. Although replacing forest is
a good solution for combating drought, the
historical forest structures do contribute to the
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Figure 39 Examples of how elements of historic configurations can
be selected for re-implementation. Selected forest and heathland
of T6 (top), water system and watermills of T3 (middle) and
hayland of T4 (bottom) illustrated with their original historic maps

experiential values of the sprengen landscape
and are an ecological habitat for many plant and
animal species of the Veluwe. Hence, it must be
prevented that unnecessary forest is cut down.
The re-implementation of the configuration of
T6 requires the least drastic cutting down of
forest. Although this configuration scores low
on combatting drought and the replenishment
of the groundwater reservoir compared to the
other configurations, a considerable amount of
water that infiltrates is expected. An addition of
approximately 3.4 million cubic meters of water
is expected, which will increase the amount of
infiltration by around fifty-fold (see calculation in
Appendix 1).

Increasing experiential value
To improve the experiential value of the sprengen
landscape, several aspects were taken into
account for selecting the historic configuration.
First, as much as possible of the characteristic
elements (such as water mills, the wijerd and the
swimming pool) must be present in the historic
configuration. Second, the sprengkoppen
and sprengen must preferably be located in
open (heath)land. This should ensure that the
sprengen become a main landscape structure
that connects all the characteristic elements.
Lastly, the sprengen may not be covered by
other land uses.

two small sprengen are reconstructed south
of Loenen. With the expected increase of
groundwater replenishment, these two sprengen
are expected to supply water as well.
Maintaining and strengthening ecological value
The goal of strengthening and maintaining the
ecological value of the sprengen has largely
been achieved by ensuring water in the sprengen
through the implementation of the configuration
of T6 on the moraine and the reconstruction of
the two small sprengen.

The configuration of T6 suitable as all of the
characteristic elements of the sprengen have
been established since this configuration.
With the reconstructed wijerd and functioning
swimming pool, the water of the sprengen can
be used for recreational purposes. In addition,
as water is retained longer in the upper courses,
these water basins can also contribute to other
purposes periods of drought, for example for
irrigation of the enk. However, in this historic
configuration, the sprengen were no longer
the main water system of the area, and many
watercourses are inconspicuously located
between other land-uses.
To increase the experiential value, a historic
configuration needs to be selected in which the
sprengen are the main landscape structure and
are not overpowered by any other land uses.
The configurations from T3 and T4 best met
these requirements. In the configuration of T3
the amount of watermills is at its highest and
the sprengen were the connecting landscape
structure between them. The reimplementation
of T3 is whereby the watermills are reconstructed
at their original location can increase the
experiential value. The configuration of T4 is
suitable for increasing the experiential value
as the sprengen were used for most of the
different functions in this configuration. Reimplementation of this configuration thereby
also achieves the goal of adding new functions
to characteristic elements of the sprengen. With
the re-implementation of this configuration,
Figure 40 Effect map of applied design interventions as result of
design strategy 1
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Area not included in design

The problem of unwanted plant and algae
growth can be prevented by adding vegetation
along open stream sections in the moraine edge
and valley. This intervention provides (partial)
shading of the stream, which limits the plants
and algae growth (Stouten, 1982). Although few
historic configurations show vegetation along
the watercourses in these landscape units, the
configuration of T4 appears to have the most
vegetation along the watercourses in the valley
and is therefore selected for re-implementation.
Lanes of trees are added along many of the
watercourses directly east of Loenen. Vegetation
is also applied on the enk along several parts
of the spreng. In addition to shading the
watercourses, the lanes of trees also increase
the experiential value of the water system by
emphasizing the water structures in the open
landscape of the valley and the moraine edge (de
Jong et al., 2009).
Integrating seepage water
The goal of making use of the high quality
seepage water in the valley can be achieved by
the creation of wet seepage nature. By excavating
the current grassland, removing ditches and
restoring the old watercourse, the seepage water
is buffered in the lower parts of the landscape.
This subsequently contributes to the prevention
of extreme desiccation of the landscape in
periods of drought. The buffered seepage water
could also be used for the extraction of drinking
water (Verbeek et al., 2020), thereby reducing the
extraction of groundwater of the Veluwe that is
currently used as source for drinking water.
To establish these functions, the seepage water
must come to the surface cleanly and must not
be polluted by the land-use (Verbeek et al., 2020).
The re-implementation of thewet haylands
found in the configuration of T4 offer a solution
for this. In this configuration wet heathland and
swampy nature are found, whereby extensive,
nature-inclusive agriculture remains possible.

Figure 41 Landscape design ‘Historical accuracy’ as outcome of design strategy 1
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section A

Figure 42 Section A: the new wijerd on the enk, before (top) and after (bottom)

The wijerd is a re-implemented water basin
located at the south of the enk, originating
from the historic configuration in T6. Although
the wijerd is not re-implemented to fulfil its
original function (collection enough water for
the powering of an industrial water mill), it can
perform an equivalent function with a different
purpose: retaining water for dry periods when
it can be used effectively. The wijerd also
contributes combatting drought in the sprengen
by slowing down the water flow and keeping
water in the upper reaches of the sprengen for
longer.

This new water structure thus becomes part
of a recreational route along the sprengen. In
addition, this route overlooks the building of the
former Zilvense Korenmolen, where the old water
mill has been restored. The restored mill creates
a visual link between the water of the sprengen
and its historical use.

The wijerd contributes to the experiential value
as the southern part of the sprengen become
accessible with paths along and the water.
Figure 43 The old Zilvense Korenmolen with wijerd
Adapted from Regiobode (2017)
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Figure 44 Section B: The Slatsdijk along the new haylands, before (top) and after (bottom)

The Slatsdijk is the landscape structure that
divides the small-scale agricultural lands east
of Loenen and the new wet haylands stretching
out through the valley. A spreng is located on
the west side of the Slatsdijk. The Slatsdijk is
a historical route, and becomes a part of the
recreational route along the sprengen.

The spreng on the west side of the Slatsdijk is
located in an open area and thus susceptible
to the growth of plants and algae. The added
tree lane, which finds its origin in the historical
configuration of T4, is added to provide shading
as a solution.

The section shows how the water levels of the
watercourses in the haylands are significantly
higher than those in the sprengen, caused by
the excavation of the grassland and the removal
of ditches in the valley. From the Slatsdijk, the
new wet haylands can be observed, in which new
plant and animal species can flourish (Figure 45)

Figure 45 Seepage loving flora in the wet haylands
f.l.t.r Lotus corniculatus, Fritillaria meleagris, Scirpus
sylvaticus and Caltha palustris
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Figure 46 Section C: The Imbosweg as historic route through the new heathland, before (top) and after (bottom)

The Imbosweg is a historical route from the enk
of Loenen into the forest of the Veluwe. The
reimplementation of the historical configuration
from T6 at the moraine causes the route to be
located in the open heathland landscape. The
route is accentuated by a lane of avenue trees.
The planting of avenue trees along the routes on
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the moraine was a characteristic of the historic
afforestation process. Another characteristic
element of T6 was the addition of bicycle paths
for recreational purposes. This will therefore
also be added to the Imbosweg, to increase the
possibilities of experiencing the new open heath
landscape.
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5.2 Design strategy 2: Reconsidered
history
The second design strategy uses the deduced
effects of historic transformations not to select
suitable historic configurations. Instead, the
overview of the effects is used as a tool to find
similarities between all transformations in the
history of the water system. This knowledge is
then used to formulate design principles.
5.2.1 Formulating design principles

In total, eight generally applicable design
principles were found by grouping historic
transformations that produced similar effects.
The design principles are presented in Figure 47.
For each design principle it is described in which
time slice the transformation was detected, the
effects that the principle yields and the landscape
unit in which the principle is the most effective.
Each of the design principles is also represented
with a symbol, which is used to indicate where
the principle applied in the landscape design.
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Figure 47 Overview of the formulated design principles
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Legend

Combatting drought
Principles that contribute to combatting drought:
Coniferous forest
Mixed forest
Deciduous forest
Heathland
Small scale agriculture
Spreng
Retention pool
Haylands
Urban area
Tree lanes
Wet seepage nature with swamp forest
Area not included in design

5.1.3 Design principles implemented in the
landscape

Figure 49 demonstrates an illustrative landscape
design as a result of design strategy 2. The
following paragraphs elaborate on how the
applied design principles in the landscape design
contribute to achieving the design goals. The
probable effects of the design interventions are
illustrated in figure 50.

The first two principles that are applied
to combat the drought in the sprengen is
the relocating of watercourses (in this case
sprengen) and the adding of new sprengen.
To reach the groundwater which has lowered
over time, the two southernmost sprengen are
relocated and extended from the point of the
original sprengkoppen towards the moraine.
The new sprengen follow the landscape pattern
of the erosion valleys. This shows that also the
principle using natural runoff has been applied.
These locations are the most suitable for the
placement of new sprengen as groundwater level
in the erosion valleys is closer to the surface. The
expectation of water supply at the sprengkoppen
is therefore increased.
Another principle that is applied in the
erosion valleys to combat the drought in the
sprengen is the transformation of forest into
heathland. The open heathland surrounding
the sprengen increases infiltration and reduces
evapotranspiration. With this intervention an
addition of approximately 1.5 million cubic
meters of water is expected to infiltrate towards
the groundwater reservoir, which will increase
the amount of infiltration by around twenty-fold
(see calculation in Appendix 1).
Two more principles that are applied to combat
the drought are the creation of water basins and
water retention in the valley. These principles are
applied to slow down the water flow and prevent
the drainage of seepage water. The groundwater
levels of the valley dictate where these wet areas
will be located within the valley. As a result, the
valley is transformed into a swampy landscape
that is reminiscent of the haylands that existed
in previous historic configurations. This new
landscape type starts east of Loenen and extends
though the valley towards the IJssel. The valley
becomes a varied landscape with pools, wet
hay meadows, wet heathland and patches of

Figure 48 Landscape design ‘Reconsidered history’ as outcome of design strategy 2
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swamp forests. A watercourse through the
valley is maintained to drain excess water from
the sprengen when needed. This watercourse is
reminiscent of the old stream which was originally
located in the valley before the sprengen were
established.
Increasing experiential value
Principles that contribute
experiential value:

to

increasing

water infiltration by transforming of the forest on
the moraine.
The ecological value of the sprengen is
strengthened further by applying principle of
shading of the watercourses located in the open
landscapes of the enk and the valley to prevent
the growth of unwanted plants and algae.
Shading is provided by lanes of trees at least
one side of the spreng to provide the shading.
In certain places where the spreng runs between
the urban area of Loenen and the valley, the
watercourse is shaded by areas of swamp forest.

The applied principles of transforming the forest
and adding new sprengen to the water system
results in an increased visibility of the sprengen
on the moraine. As the new sprengen are located
in the open heathland, they become a striking
landscape feature. Although the sprengen were
not originally located at these locations, the
newly constructed landscape references to the
open heathland landscape in which the sprengen
were originally constructed. Routes through the
valleys along the new sprengen provide access
increase the experiential value.
Watermills will also be added to the new water
system, but these can also have a function other
than industrial. For example, a water mill can
contribute to (small-scale) energy generation.
Also works of art can also be placed on the site
of old watermill locations that refer to the former
use of the sprengen. In this way, the watermill
locations become interesting attraction points
that increase the experiential value of the
sprengen.
Maintaining and strengthening ecological value
Principles that contribute to combatting drought:

The goal of strengthening and maintaining the
ecological value of the sprengen has largely
been achieved by ensuring a continuous flow of
water in the sprengen through the relocating of
watercourses and the creation of new sprengen in
the erosion valleys combined with the increased
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Figure 49 Effect map of applied design interventions as result of
design strategy 2

Figure 50 Indication of where the design principles are applied within the case study area
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section D

Figure 51 Section D: New sprengen through the erosion valley, before (top) and after (bottom)

The forest in the erosion valleys are transformed
into heathland. The coniferous trees are
cleared out completely as these ensure the
most evapotranspiration, but a few clumps
of the deciduous trees have remained.the
transformation of the forest and the opening up
of the erosion valleys.
The new constructed spreng splits at the top
whereby two sprengkoppen are created, which
mimics the layout of the Vrijenbergerspreng. The
duality increases the water supply of the spreng
and results in an impressive landscape feature.
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The new spreng can be observed from the
recreational routes that run through the valley
towards the enk. These routes are situated
higher than the sprengen, from where the deeply
incised sprengen can be clearly seen. At certain
points the steep slopes of the sprengen can be
descended to water as shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 52 Section E: Restored stream through the valley surrounded by wet seepage nature before (top) and after (bottom)

The section shows how a new watercourse is
added to the valley, which is an extension of
the Loenense Beek. This watercourse follows the
natural run-off pattern. The existing trees can be
maintained as they provide the shading over the
watercourse.
The valley is a varied landscape of swamp forests,
wet hayland and wet heathland. Small paths
along the streams make the area accessible
to walkers. The new seepage nature is also an
important habitat for animal species and insects
(Figure 53).

Figure 53 Seepage nature is an important habitat for fauna
species such as (f.l.t.r) Lycaena hippothoe, Gallinago gallinago,
Maculinea nausithous, Philomachus pugnax and Stethophyma
grossum
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Figure 54 Walking through the erosion valley along the new spreng
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5.3 Comparison of effects of applied
design interventions
The previous paragraphs described illustrative
landscape designs as outcome of the two
different design strategies. With the use of the
formulated design criteria, the effectivity of the
two landscape designs can be assessed. For
each design goal it can be determined which
of the two landscape designs is more effective
(Figure 55). In order to increase the validity of
this assessment, this is executed together with
two experts. These experts are hydrologist Roel
Dijksma and heritage expert Elyze Storm-Smeets.
These assessments were executed separately to
ensure independent judgements. Additional
comments of each assessment can be found in
Appendix 2.
Combatting drought
Design 1 increases the amount of water that is
infiltrated towards the groundwater reservoir
evidently more than design 2. This amount will
positively influence the amount of water in the
sprengen with a fairly high degree of certainty.
However, in design 2, the increase in the amount
of water infiltrated is also quite large. In addition,
design 2 has a second strategy to ensure water
supply, namely moving the sprengen and the
sprengkoppen. This adjustment of the water
system increases certainty of is water supply
at the sprengkoppen throughout the year. The
combination of these two interventions makes
design 2 better at combatting drought than
design 1.
Increasing experiential value
As design 1 reimplements elements of historical
configurations, the reference to the historical
sprengen landscape is stronger than in design 2.
The reconstruction of the characteristic elements
such as the water mills emphasize the historic
reference even more. However, in design 2, new
functions are added to remaining intact elements,
with which the sprengen landscape can be
used and experienced in a new way. These new
functions create experience hotspots around the
sprengen. This contribute less to the experience
of the sprengen landscape as an ensemble. For
these reasons is design 1 considered to be more
effective in improving the experiential values of
the sprengen.

Maintaining and strengthening ecological value
The ecological values are mainly preserved by
the certainty of water supply in the sprengen.
Since design 2 is assessed to be better at
combatting drought than design 1, design 2 is
also more effective in maintaining the ecological
values. In addition, the historical configurations
used in design 1 offer limited possibilities for
preventing unwanted algae and plant growth
in the open landscapes. In design 2, desired
vegetation can be added at every location where
it is needed. Therefore, design 2 is more effective
in strengthening the ecological values of the
sprengen.
Conclusion on the effectivity of the design
interventions
A constant supply of groundwater in the
sprengen is stated as the main requirement for
maintaining the ecological and cultural-historic
values of the sprengen (Bekenstichting, 2020).
As design 2 offers several solutions to increase
the certainty of water supply, this design can be
considered as a more effective design strategy.
The reference to the former landscape is less
strong in this landscape design, but this design
nevertheless offers many opportunities to
experience the sprengen landscape in a new way.

Figure 55 Assessment of comparing the effectivity of both applied
design strategies
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6

CONCLUSION

The following chapter explains the conclusions of
this thesis based on the four SRQ’s and the MRQ.
What are the design goals for the redesign of
the sprengen? (SRQ 1)

This research identified three main design goals
with several sub design goals. The most important
main design goal is to combat drought to ensure
a continuous supply of water to the sprengen.
The two other main design goals are to improve
the experiential qualities of the sprengen, and to
maintain and strengthen the ecological values
of the sprengen. The sub design goals should
help to achieve the main design goals. Examples
include to replenish the groundwater reservoir of
the Veluwe, to ensure that characteristic sprengen
elements present in the landscape have a (new)
function, and to prevent unwanted plant growth
in the sprengen. Some sub design goals are
meant to preserve current qualities. For instance,
to integrate the characteristic sprengen elements
as an ensemble, and to ensure that optimal use is
made of the high quality seepage water.
What are the effects of the historic
transformations that have occurred in the
sprengen? (SRQ 2)

Historic transformations have effect on the
amount, direction, and function of the surface
water and groundwater within the sprengen
landscape. Three prominent effects of historic
transformations were identified in this study. First,
the enlargement of the sprengen water system
caused more water to be extracted from the
groundwater reservoir of the Veluwe. Secondly,
the change in land-use from heathland to forest
at the Veluwe caused a decrease in groundwater
replenishment. Thirdly, the water system was
expanded by the connection of sprengen to
an increasing amount of watercourses in the
valley. This resulted in an increase in drainage
of the extracted groundwater of the sprengen.
The main function of the sprengen has changed
from an actively used water system for various
purposes to a passive water system mainly used
for drainage.

How can historic configurations be selected
for a design strategy that achieves the design
goals? (SRQ 3)

Historic configurations can be selected based
on the expected desired effects they will bring
when re-implemented in the landscape. This
requires clear design goals (i.e. desired effects)
and a thorough analysis of the effects of historic
transformations. When one complete historic
configuration does not provide all of the desired
effects, specific elements of different historic
configurations may be selected to increase the
effectivity of the design strategy.
How can the effects of historic
transformations be generalized and used in
a design strategy that achieves the design
goals? (SRQ 4)

The effects of historic transformations can be
generalized by compiling them into design
principles. The design principles are developed
by grouping historic transformations that
produced similar desired effects and using
them as guidelines for future landscape design
interventions. Similarly to the first design strategy,
this requires clear design goals and a thorough
analysis of the effects of historic transformations.
The generalization of the principles makes them
more widely applicable, beyond their original
historic configurations related to the case study
area. As the principles can be applied where they
can provide the greatest impact, the effectivity
of this design strategy is potentially much larger.
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In what way can the analysis of effects of
historic transformations be used in the
development of design strategies for water
systems pressured by climate change? (MRQ)

The research explored two design strategies
that illustrate how analysis of the effects of
the historic transformations can be employed
in landscape design. The first design strategy
demonstrates how historic configurations can
be selected and re-implemented based on
their effects. By making an inventory of these
effects it becomes ‘measurable’ which historical
configurations can contribute to achieving the
design goals and which cannot. The second
design strategy demonstrates how the analysis
of effects of historic transformations can be
used to find similarities between different
historic transformations that result in similar
desired effects. These corresponding effects
can be generalized into design principles. The
effectiveness of the formulated design strategies
can only be determined when clear design goals
for the future water system are set and there is an
accurate understanding of the effects of historic
transformations.
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7

DISCUSSION

This research demonstrates that the analysis of
the effects of historic transformations can be
used in the development of design strategies for
water systems pressured by climate change. The
analysis of effects makes the metaphor of historic
layering of landscapes operational for landscape
architects. In order to do so, setting design goals,
assessing the effects of historic transformations
and formulating design strategies are required.
The following chapter elaborates on the benefits
and limitations of each of these steps. Lastly, the
added value of this methodology is considered
for landscape architects designing with heritage
landscapes.
Setting design goals

The establishment of design goals for the future
water system is a necessary step within the
research to assess both the effects of historic
transformations as well as the effectiveness of the
developed design strategies. The measurability
of the design goals can be improved by assigning
threshold values for each of the design goals.
The assigning of was not possible in the time
span of this study. Measurable indicators for
each of the design goals could be established by
a collaborative research with hydrology, ecology
and heritage experts.
Deducing the effects of historic
transformations

Studying the effects of historic transformations
was essential for two reasons. First, with the
deduced effects of each transformation on the
historical configurations, it was possible to assess
to what extent the historical configurations could
achieve the design goals when re-implemented
in the current landscape. Secondly, the overview
of effects of historic transformations made it
possible to find similarities between the different
historic layers of the landscape. The identification
of these similarities make it possible to translate
knowledge gained from studying the historical
layering of the landscape as a whole into general
design principles.

Using the analysis of effects of historic
transformations is an innovative research
step compared to other studies which focus
on landscape designing with heritage. Where
other studies state that historical layers of the
landscape can be analysed to find solutions for
water systems at risk (Hein et al., 2020; Renes,
2011b; van den Wittenboer, 2015), the analysis of
the effects of historical transformations enables
landscape architects to select the most effective
elements from these layers.
Determining effects of historic transformations
of water systems is already done in other
disciplines such as hydrology (Hauer et al., 2016;
Hohensinner et al., 2013), geology and ecology.
Cooperation with such disciplines in future
research could validate the deduced effects in
the geo-history map overlay and (grey) literature.
Developing design strategies

The results showed that the analysis of effects
of historical transformations can be used or the
development of design strategies in various ways.
The first design strategy presented in this research
re-implemented
historical
configurations
one-on-one in the landscape, based on the
assumption that these configurations result in
the most desired effects on the landscape. The
second strategy presented in this research did
not re-implement the historic configurations, but
generalized matching desired effects into design
principles.
The application of the first design strategy
provides a landscape design with direct references
to the historical landscape and therefore excels
in increasing the experiential values of the
landscape. As the second design strategy allows
for design interventions independent of historical
configurations, this strategy contributes less to
enhancing experiential value of the landscape.
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However, the re-implementation of historical
configurations, as done in the first design
strategy, requires quite drastic landscape
interventions as the historic configurations will
never fully match the current landscape structures
and land use. A possible way to prevent these
drastic landscape interventions is to only partially
integrate a historical configuration, using only
the elements of a configuration that comply with
the contemporary landscape. However, it should
then be assessed whether the same intended
effects can still be achieved with a partially reimplemented configuration.
Moreover, the amount of selectable historic
configurations for the first design strategy are
limited to the historical configurations found
through the historic layering analysis. Also, the
defined historical configurations have been
shaped by the amount of knowledge and
resources available at certain a point in time. By
using exactly those historic configurations, the
knowledge and resources that have been made
available over time are completely ignored.
Contrariwise, the second design strategy is a
lot more adjustable as the generalized design
principles can be applied in the most efficient
way at any location. This strategy is therefore
more flexible to find design interventions that
harmonize with the existing landscape.
The design strategies presented in this research
might be extrapolated to other sprengen systems
around the Veluwe, since the structure of these
water systems and the associated landscapes are
very similar. Especially the generalized design
principles formulated in the second design
strategy can be applied to similar water systems,
as they are not bound to a specific landscape
configuration. The broader applicability of
the design strategies can be confirmed by
studying a different water system, most likely
with a different (number of) time slices with
different configurations and different historic
transformations. Subsequently, the effectiveness
of the resulting design interventions can be
compared by assessing them against the same
design goals. However, the applicability of the
design strategies on different water systems is
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strongly dependent on the availability and quality
of historic map material for the case study area
that is being studied.
The assessment of the formulated design
strategies can be improved as this research did not
study the effects of the design interventions on a
detailed level. By for example digitally modelling
the effects of the applied design interventions,
the effectiveness of the design strategies can be
tested in different climatic scenarios and both
dry and wet periods during the year. Also, the
results of the design assessment did not indicate
to which extend the ecological value of the
sprengen increased after applying the developed
design strategies. Further research could study
whether the sprengen would still classify as HEN
waters or whether their status is changed after
the implemented design interventions.
A methodology for designing historically
layered landscapes

While other authors have claimed the value
of heritage in landscape design (Bailey, 2007;
Hein et al., 2020; Koo, 2009; Renes, 2011a),
this study makes explicit how the knowledge
gained from studying the historic layering of the
landscape can be used in landscape design. The
methodology established in this research uses
setting design goals, assessing the effects of
historic transformations, and formulating design
strategies to develop landscape interventions.
The combination of these three elements makes
it possible to evaluate created water system
designs on their ability of functioning in a
changing climate. This methodology contributes
to designing future water systems that have
recognizable and experienceable water heritage
and with that contribute to the strengthening of
identity of that place.
This research shows that studying the past can be
a valuable source for finding solutions for water
systems at risk due to climate change. In order
to determine to what extent elements of the
historic landscape are useful in the designing of
the future landscape, a methodology is needed
to select useful historical configurations. The
methodology described in this research does

this, by providing insight into how the historical
transformations can be assessed and to what
extent they can achieve the formulated goals for
the water system. In the further development and
use of this methodology it would be valuable for
landscape architects to collaborate with different
fields of expertise such as hydrologists, heritage
experts and ecologists. This brings together the
necessary knowledge to find the best solutions
for the future water systems.
Based on the results it is recommended that this
methodology is applied to other case studies to
demonstrate whether this is also widely applicable
for finding solutions in other water systems that
are under pressure due to the changing climate.
By using this methodology, relatively unknown,
but very unique historic water systems such as
the sprengen can be brought to attention into
the field of landscape architects, water managers
as well as the general public. This can make the
conservation of this unique water system more
obvious and can stimulate the development of
specific management and maintenance strategies
for the sprengen. Complete preservation of a
historically layered water system, or a cultural
landscape in general, is unrealistic. However, this
thesis does provide a methodology for creating
a historically justified basis for splashing future
water system designs.
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APPENDIX 1
Calculating groundwater replenishment
Calculations current situation

Area current heathland
20 cm2 (on map) = 20 * 32002 = 204.800.000 cm2 (in real) = 204.800 m2
Groundwater replenishment in current heathland
204.800 * 339 = 69.427.200 dm3 = 69.427 m3 per year

Calculations design strategy 1

Area coniferous forest transformed
89 cm2 (on map) = 89 * 32002 = 91.136.000 cm2 (in real) = 9.113.000 m2
Gained groundwater replenishment coniferous forest
Current coniferous forest: 9.113.000 * 818 = 7.454.924.800 dm3
Transformed to heathland: 9.113.000 * 587 = 5.349.683.200 dm3
Gained groundwater replenishment: 7.454.924.800 - 5.349.683.200 = 2.105.241.600 dm3 =
2.105.242 m3
Area mixed forest transformed
63 cm2 (on map) = 63 * 32002 = 64.512.000.000 cm2 (in real) = 6.451.200 m2
Gained groundwater replenishment mixed forest
Current mixed forest: 6.451.200 * 780 = 5.031.936.000 dm3
Transformed to heathland: 6.451.200 * 587 = 3.786.854.400 dm3
Gained groundwater replenishment: 5.031.936.000 - 3.786.854.400 = 1.245.081.600 dm3 =
1.245.082 m3
Total gained groundwater replenishment
2.105.242 + 1.245.082 = 3.350.324 m3
Percentage gained groundwater replenishment
New situation: 3.350.324 + 69.427 = 3.419.751 m3
(3.419.751 - 69.427) / 69.427 * 100 = 4826 %

Calculations design strategy 2

Area coniferous forest transformed
26 cm2 (on map) = 26 * 32002 = 26.624.000.000 cm2 (in real) = 2.662.400 m2
Gained groundwater replenishment coniferous forest
Current coniferous forest: 2.662.400 * 818 = 2.177.843.200 dm3
Transformed to heathland: 2.662.400 * 587 = 1.562.828.800 dm3
Gained groundwater replenishment: 2.177.843.200 - 1.562.828.800 = 615.014.400 dm3 = 615.014
m3
Area mixed forest transformed
27 cm2 (on map) = 27 * 32002 = 27.648.000.000 cm2 (in real) = 2.764.800 m2
Gained groundwater replenishment mixed forest
Current mixed forest: 2.764.800 * 780 = 215.654.400 dm3
Transformed to heathland: 2.764.800 * 587 = 1.622.937.600 dm3
Gained groundwater replenishment: = 215.654.400 - 1.622.937.600 = 1.407.283.200 dm3 =
1.407.283 m3
Total gained groundwater replenishment
615.014 + 1.407.283 = 1.468.798 m3
Percentage gained groundwater replenishment
New situation: 1.468.798 + 69.427 = 1.538.225 m3
(1.538.225 - 69.427) / 69.427 * 100 = 2116 %
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